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A B S T R A C T

Deep Learning algorithms have achieved a great success in many domains where large scale datasets are used.
However, training these algorithms on high dimensional data requires the adjustment of many parameters.
Avoiding overfitting problem is difficult. Regularization techniques such as L1 and L2 are used to prevent the
parameters of training model from being large. Another commonly used regularization method called Dropout
randomly removes some hidden units during the training phase. In this work, we describe some architectures of
Deep Learning algorithms, we explain optimization process for training them and attempt to establish a theo-
retical relationship between L2-regularization and Dropout. We experimentally compare the effect of these
techniques on the learning model using genomics datasets.
1. Introduction

In the last decade, Deep Learning (DL) algorithms have achieved
tremendous success in many domains where large scale datasets are used
such as Bioinformatics [2,13,50,62,88,94], Natural Language Processing
[5,15,28,47,71], Computer Vision and Speech Recognition [1,4,29,34,
37,56,65].

In this work, we review a class of DL algorithms called Feedforward
Neural Network (FNN) [54,68,91], in which information moves in one
direction, from input to output through sequential operations called
“layers”. These models are the generalization of logistic regression
models, both (FNN and logistic regression) are widely used in Bioinfor-
matics and Biomedical science to perform classification and diagnosis
tasks [8,20,21,24,27,44,48,70,73]. In most cases, we look for a non
linear mapping y ¼ f ðxÞ between a variable y and a vector of variables x.
The form of f depends on the complexity of the studied problem.

Logistic regression defines a low complexity model using a simple non
linear mapping from inputs to outputs. Whereas FNN defines a more
complex mapping between inputs and their corresponding outputs, thus
resulting models have high complexity and flexibility and better pre-
diction capacity. However, increasing the complexity of predictive
models increases also the risk of overfitting problem, which repercussion
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is that the training model fits well the training dataset but looses its
prediction capacity on unseen datasets.

Preventing overfitting problem is one major challenge in training
these algorithms. However, there are many techniques that deal with the
problem of overfitting called “regularization techniques”. The most used
regularization techniques in Machine Learning (ML) community are L1

and L2 regularization's [53]. The idea is to prevent the weights of the
model from being large by adding a supplementary term to the loss
function. The effect of this penalization is to make it so the learning al-
gorithm prefers to learn small weights. This method makes models less
complex and avoid the risk of overfitting. Another commonly used reg-
ularization technique so-called “Dropout”, developed by Hinton et al.
[33] consists to randomly remove some neurons (in hidden layers) dur-
ing the training phase. This forces the hidden units to extract useful in-
formation's from the input data and reduce co-adaptation between
hidden units, thus making the model less sensitive to the specific weights
of neurons. The Dropout technique allows to train an exponential number
of (thinned) Networks in a reasonable time [33]. During the test phase,
taking the mean prediction of the different (thinned) Networks is
equivalent to test on a single Network with all the hidden neurons [6]
(without dropping out any unit). To compensate the fact that the weights
are learned under Dropout, the outcome weights of neurons of each
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hidden layer are multiplied by the Dropout rate of that layer, which is a
gain in terms of computation time. However, the quality of this
approximation remains little known.

Many theoretical Dropout analyses have been explored [6,23,31,49,
55,58,75,79,81]. Baldi et al. [6] showed how the technique acts as
adaptative stochastic Gradient Descent. Wager et al. [79] analyzed
Dropout as an adaptive regularizer for Generalized Linear Models
(GLMs). Ma et al. [46] attempted to explicitly quantify the gap between
Dropout's training and inference phases and showed that the gap can be
used to regularize the standard Dropout training loss function.

This paper explains the mathematics behind training DL algorithms
and attempts to further establish the theoretical relationship that exists
between Dropout and other regularizations, mainly L2 norm. We
compare experimentally the effects of regularization techniques on
training models using two different genomic classification datasets.

The human DNA is a long chain of 3 billion base pairs, the function of a
large part of it, is unknown. Some fragments of DNA called genes code for
proteins that play important roles in chemical processes essential to life.
Some changes in the genes cause a dysfunction in the production of the
corresponding proteins, which could cause genetic diseases. The most
common genetic changes are called Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms
(SNPS) and are caused by a change of a base pair by another one at a
given position in the genome. It has been shown that some SNPS are
involved in several human diseases and can be used to predict human
reponse to certain drugs [27].

In our experiments, we started by using Logistic Regression on cancer
datasets, obtained from the Expression Project for Oncology (EXPO) [60].
Then we trained FNN on one 1000 Genomes Project dataset for individual
ancestry prediction according to their genetic profile [59]). All in-
dividuals are represented in both datasets by their SNPS profile [14].

This work is organized as follows:Section 2 describes the FNN archi-
tectures and the mathematics behind them; in Section 3 Gradient descent
algorithm is presented; Section 4 describes the traditional regularization
techniques and Dropout, Section 5 describes the materials and methods
and in Section 6, we present the experimental results, where different
regularization techniques are used.

2. Deep Learning: Feedforward Neural Network(FNN)

In this work, we discuss Feedforward Neural Network (FNN) [42,54,
57,69,76,91] or Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP). In such Networks, the in-
formation moves only from the input to the output (see Fig. 2), without
any loop. This type of model is mostly used for supervised ML tasks such as
regression or classification tasks, where the target function is known. The
basic supervised learning algorithm is linear regression [12,51,82], in
this task the algorithm learns to map an input data x 2 Rd to some real
value y, by a linear transformation

f : Rd → R

x → z ¼ x �wþ b
:

Where w and b are respectively the weight vector and the bias term. The
symbol “�” is the dot product between two vectors. Another simple su-
pervised learning algorithm called logistic regression is used for the
classification problems where the target function takes discrete values.
Given an input data x, the logistic regression [18,19,39,74,86] applies a
non linear function to its corresponding linear regression output z, to
produce classes membership probabilities. For example, in a binary
classification task, given x and it corresponding class C1, logistic
regression algorithm outputs the conditional probability PðC1jxÞ of x
given C1. This probability is given by sigmoid function σðzÞ ¼ 1

1þe�z. In the
case where there are more than two classes, the conditional probability
PðCijxÞ is given by the softmax function softmaxðzÞi ¼ eziPnc

k¼1
ezk
. Where z ¼

ðz1 z2 …znc Þ and zi ¼ x �wi þ bi. wi and bi are respectively the weight
vector and bias term of the ith class Ci. nc is the number of classes and the
2

class probabilities sum up to 1, i.e.
Pnc
i¼1

softmaxðzÞi ¼ 1. Fig. 1 describes

the simplest possible Neural Network (NN), which contains a single
neuron corresponding exactly to an input-output mapping. A neuron with
sigmoid output function is equivalent to logistic regression. FNN is a
nonlinear function, which is also composed of several simpler func-
tions(neurons, where the output of a neuron can be used as an input of
another. Each of these functions provides a new representation of the
input data. It is composed of an input layer, one or more hidden layer(s)
and an output layer.

2.1. Supervised Neural Network

Let's consider an L hidden layer Feedforward Neural Network, in
which n input training samples X ¼ x1; x2;…; xn are labeled, i.e., given an
input xi, the corresponding output by the model is known and denoted yi
or yðxiÞ. Where y is a vector containing labels. A standard Neural Network
can be described as follows:

aðlÞj ¼ φ
�
zlj
�
; (1)

zlj ¼
X
i

wl
ija

ðl�1Þ
i þ blj ¼ aðl�1Þ �wl

j þ blj; (2)

where zlj, b
l
j and alj (a

0
j ¼ xj, for a d-dimensional input x ¼ ðx1 x2 …xdÞT)

are the jth hidden input, bias and activation function of the lth layer,
respectively. wl

ij is the weight connection from the ith unit of the ðl � 1Þth
layer to the jth unit of the lth layer. wl

j and aðl�1Þ are, respectively, the
incoming weight vector to the jth neuron of layer l and the output vector
of (l-1)th layer, φ is any activation function. FNNs can be seen as a
generalization of simple regression models. In fact, keeping only the
input layer with one linear output neuron in a Feedforward Network
defines a linear regression, and with a sigmoid or softmax function at the
output layer represents a logistic regression. Learning of a supervised
Network [26,63,87,90] consists to find the parameters wj and bj so that
output aL from the model approximates the desired output vector yðxÞ,
for all training inputs x. To achieve this goal, we define a mean squared
error loss function

C ¼ 1
n

X
x2X

Cx; (3)

Cx ¼ 1
2kyðxÞ � aLðxÞk22 ¼ 1

2

Pnc
k¼1ðyk � aLkÞ

2. Where yk and aLk are kth output
activation and desired output respectively, for a given input x.

There is another choice of loss function known as crossentropy. To
define this function, let's consider a binary classification problem with
sigmoid output function aLðxÞ ¼ σðzÞ, for each training input sample x,
we have Pðy¼ 0jxÞ¼ 1�Pðy¼ 1jxÞ ¼ 1� aLðxÞ and more generally

Pðy¼ yijxiÞ ¼ aLðxiÞyi
�
1� aLðxiÞ1�yi

�
:

Fig. 1. Logistic regression “neuron”.



Fig. 2. Classification network.

Fig. 3. Autencoder
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Supposing that the couples ðxi; yiÞ, i 2 f0;…;1g are independent, the
likelihood function is given

P

 
yjXÞ¼ �

Yn
i¼1

Pðy¼ yijX
!

(4)

¼ �
Yn
i¼1

aLðxiÞyi
�
1� aLðxiÞ1�yi

�
: (5)

Training the NN consists to maximize the likelihood function which is
equivalent to minimize the crossentropy loss function defined by

C ¼ �1
n

Xn
i¼1

yilog aLðxiÞ þ ð1� yiÞlogð1� aLðxiÞÞ: (6)

Consider now, a multi-class classification problem, where the labels
are mutually exclusive. In this case, (6) takes the form

C ¼ �1
n

Xn
i¼1

Xnc
k¼1

ykðxiÞlog aLk ðxiÞ: (7)

aLkðxiÞ is the softmax function satisfying 0 � aLkðxiÞ � 1 and
Pnc

k¼1a
L
kðxiÞ ¼

1. In the rest of this work, C denotes the loss function defined by (3).
Fig. 4. Classification network & autoencoder.
2.2. Unsupervised Neural Network(Autoencoder)

So far, we have described FNN in the supervised learning case. Here,
we suppose that input samples X ¼ fx1; x2;…; xng are unlabeled, where
xi 2 Rd. Autoencoder is one the most used unsupervised learning algo-
rithms [41,52,77,83,93]. An Autoencoder is a NN designed to learn an
identity function in a way that the original input can be reconstruct from
a compressed version. Such a network will allow the discovery of a more
efficient and compressed representation of the input data. It consists of
two parts, an encoder and a decoder. Encoder maps input samples to a
3

hidden representation and decoder tries to reconstruct inputs from an
encoder, so it contains at least one hidden layer. In an Autoencoder
Network, the target yðxÞ of each input sample x is the input it self, i.e.
yðxÞ ¼ x, 8x 2 Rd. At the end the output has the size of the input.

The main objective of an Autoencoder is to automatically capture the
most relevant features from input data. It is also used as a nonlinear
dimensionality reduction technique [32,66,80] to transform a high d
dimensional data to a lower dimensional data. Mathematically it is
defined by the following application:

o : Rd → Rd

xi → φ
0
W 01 ∘ φW1 ðxiÞ; 8xi 2 Rd

Where φW1 and φ
0
W 01 are the encoding and decoding functions parame-

trized by W1 2 Rd�h and W
01 2 Rh�d respectively and defined as follow:

φW1 : Rd → Rh

xi → ahðxiÞ ;
φ

0
W 01 : Rh → Rd

ahðxiÞ → oðxiÞ
:

Where ah and o are, respectively, the hidden and output layers output
vectors. The parameters ðW1;W

01Þ are learned by minimizing the
reconstruction error between the input and the output of Network

L¼ 1
2n

Xn
i¼1

kxi �φ
0
W 01 ∘φW1 ðxiÞk22:

After Autoencoder training, the decoding layers are removed and the
encoding layers are retained and the learned matrix W1 is then used as
parameters of the first layer(s) of the supervised Network (see Fig. 3).

Alternatively, the couple (W1;W
0 1
) can be learned jointly(see Fig. 4) with

the classification Network [22,61,92]by minimizing CT , the following
loss function

CT ¼Cþ γ

2n

Xn
i¼1

kxi � x̂ik22:

Where x̂i ¼ φ
0
W 01 ∘ φW1 ðxiÞ, X̂ is a matrix whose rows are formed by x̂i’s

and γ is a tuning parameter.
3. Gradient descent

Once the loss function is defined, gradient descent strategy is typically
used to minimize it. Gradient descent is a first-order optimization strat-
egy for nonlinear minimization problems [17]. The loss function C is
minimized iteratively by using Gradient descent method [3] given by

wl
ij → wl

ij �
α
n

X
x2X

∂Cx

∂wl
ij
: (8)

Where α is the learning rate. For the sake of simplification, we assume
that there are no bias terms blj or simply consider it as an additional

component of wl
j. At each iteration, we have to compute partial de-

rivatives of Cx for each training input x, and then average them to update
weights wl

ij. Unfortunately, this method can be very expensive and
learning occurs slowly when the number of training inputs is large. This
problem of learning slowness can be avoided by the Stochastic Gradient
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Descent (SGD) method.

3.1. Stochastic gradient descent

The idea of stochastic gradient descent [9,10,40,89] is to estimate at
each iteration partial derivatives for only a small randomly chosen
sample Xm ¼ fx1; x2;…; xmg called mini-batch and train with it.

wl
ij → wl

ij �
α
m

X
x2Xm

∂Cx

∂wl
ij
: (9)

We then take another randomly chosen mini-batch and the weight pa-
rameters are updated on it, until the training inputs are exhausted, which
is called an epoch of training. At this point, we start again with a new
epoch. To compute the partial derivatives, ∂Cx

∂wl
ij
at each layer, we apply the

chain rule:

∂Cx

∂wl
ij
¼ δljðxÞ

∂zlj
∂wl

ij
¼ δljðxÞal�1

i ðxÞ:

Where δlj ¼ ∂Cx
∂zlj

represent the error function of j neuron in the lth layer, for

an input x. For the sake of simplicity, we just write δlj and al�1
i instead of

δljðxÞ and al�1
i ðxÞ. This expression tells us how a little change in the

weighted input to the jth neuron in layer l changes the overall behavior of
the loss function. The backpropagation algorithm is used to compute δlj
for each layer.

3.2. Backpropagation

Backpropagation [30,84,85] is a widely used algorithm inminimizing
Feedforward Neural Network loss functions. It uses the chain rule to
compute iteratively the error of each neuron in a Network, from the
output to the input layer.

Errors at the output layer: Let's begin by computing δLj ; i 2 f1;…;cg,
errors of neurons in the last layer L. By using the chain rule, we have

δLj ¼
∂Cx

∂aLj

∂aLj
∂zLj

¼
�
yj � aLj

�
φ

0
�
zLj
� (10)

Because the loss function depends on zLj , through aLj only.

Errors at any hidden layer: error δlj of any hidden neuron j at any

layer l. The weighted input zlj of a hidden layer l is linked to the loss

function through all weighted inputs ðzlþ1
k Þk to the next layer.

δlj ¼
X
k

∂Cx

∂zlþ1
k

∂zlþ1
k

∂zlj

¼
X
k

δlþ1
k

∂zlþ1
k

∂zlj
:

Using the chain rule, we have

∂zlþ1
k

∂zlj
¼ ∂zlþ1

k

∂alj

∂alþ1
k

∂zlj

¼ wlþ1
jk φ

0
�
zlj
�
:

δlj ¼ φ
0
�
zlj
�X

k

wlþ1
jk δlþ1

k : (11)

The above expression tells us that error functions at any hidden layer are
given by the weighted sum of the error functions at the next layer. Which
4

means that errors are computed backwards, hence the name back-
propagation. By writing partial derivatives, ∂Cx

∂wl
ij
with respect to δlj, the

gradient descent updating rule is rewritten

wl
ij → wl

ij �
α
m

X
x2Xm

Xnh
j¼1

δljðxÞal�1
i ðxÞ: (12)

Where nh is the number of neurons in the lth layer. Typically, in DL al-
gorithms, the SGD algorithm is combined with backpropagation, where
we have to compute the gradient of a loss function, to be minimized for a
large set of data. The implementation of this algorithm is done in a few
steps:

1. Provide a set of training examples
2. For each example x:give a1ðxÞ, and perform the following steps:

● Do a Feedforward: For l ¼ 2;3;…; L compute zlðxÞ ¼ Wlal�1ðxÞ þ
bl with alðxÞ ¼ φðzlðxÞÞ.

● Output error function δL:Compute δLðxÞ ¼ rCx � φ
0 ðzLðxÞÞ.

● Backpropagate the error: For l ¼ L� 1; L� 2;…; 2 compute
δlðxÞ ¼ ððWlþ1ÞTδlþ1ðxÞÞ � φ

0 ðzlðxÞÞ
3. Gradient descent:For l ¼ L; L� 1;…;2 update the weights according

to the formula Wl → Wl � α
m

P
x2Xm

δlðxÞðal�1ðxÞÞT . We can also show

with small computations that the update formula for the vector bl

containing the bias terms in any l layer is written:bl → bl �
α
m

P
x2Xm

δlðxÞ

To implement stochastic gradient descent in practice, an external loop
generating mini training example runs, and an external loop running
through several training epochs are required. However, these were
omitted for simplicity.

4. Regularization techniques

One of the most serious problems in training ML models, particularly
for NN, is overfitting. This problem occurs when a training model is too
complex.
4.1. L1 and L2 regularization techniques

A widely used technique to reduce a model complexity is to add a
regularization term [26] to the loss function C. The new model loss
function Cλ is defined as follows:

Cλ ¼ C þ λΩðWÞ

These, update the general cost function by adding another term known as
the regularization term, where Ω is L1 or L2 norm and w is the NN weight
parameters.

4.1.1. L2 regularization
The L2 regularization term, commonly known as weight decay. The

idea of this technique also known as ridge regression or Tikhonov
regularization [78], is to add a L2 term to the function to beminimized, in
this case ΩðWÞ ¼ 1

2kWk22. This added term in L2 norm imposes the
weights to live in a sphere of radius inversely proportional to the regu-
larization parameter [ [26], p. 249] λ. In this context, the updating rule,
using gradient descent strategy becomes

wl
ij →

�
1� αλ

n

�
wl

ij �
α
n

Xn
i¼1

∂Cxi

∂wl
ij
: (13)

this means that, after each iteration, the weights are multiplied by a
factor slightly smaller 1. It tends to force the model to prefer small
weights.
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4.1.2. L1 regularization
L1 regularization modifies the loss function by adding a L1 term, i.e.

ΩðWÞ ¼ P
w2W jwj. The idea behind this technique is to regularize the

loss function by removing the irrelevant features from the training
model. In this situation, the updating rule is written

wl
ij → wl

ij �
αλ
n
sgn
�
wl

ij

�
� α

n

Xn
i¼1

∂Cxi

∂wl
ij
: (14)

Where sgnðwl
ijÞ is the sign of wl

ij. Both types of regularization try to
penalize the big weights when it's necessary by shrinking them after each
updating step, but the way of shrinkage is different [26]. When L2 reg-
ularization is used, the weights are shrunk by an amount proportional to
wl
ij, whereas in L1 regularization, the weights are shrunk by constant

quantity toward to zero. As shown in Fig. 5 (graph on the left), in a two
dimensional space, the L1 norm defines a parameter space bounded by a
parallelogram at the origin. In this case, the loss function is likely to hit
the vertices of the parallelogram rather than its edges. L1 regularization
removes some of the parameters, thus L1 technique can be used as a
feature selection technique. On the other hand, the L2 regularization
defines a circle whose radius size is inversely proportional to the regu-
larization parameter (see Fig. 6).

4.2. Dropout technique

In training a NN, Dropout technique regularizes learning by dropping
out some hidden units with certain probability. This is equivalent to
modifying [72] the NN by setting some hidden activation functions to
zero. Using Dropout, we can formally define the NN as follows:

~alj ¼ δlja
l
j; (15)

At each neuron j, in a hidden layer l, the output activation alj is multiplied

by a sampled variable δlj, to produce thinned output activations ~alj. These
thinned functions are then used as inputs to the next layer and the same
process is applied at each layer. This application is equivalent to sampling
a sub Neural Networks from a larger network. Where δlj is a Bernoulli

random variable (δlj ↪ Bernoulli(pl)) of parameter pl, i.e. a neuron in the

lth layer is kept with a probability of pl and removed with a probability
1
n

X
x2X

��yðxÞ � EδL�1

��
δL�1ðxÞ � aL�1ðxÞ �WL

���2
2
þ1
n

X
x2X

Var
��
δL�1ðxÞ � aL�1ðxÞ �WL ¼

1
n

X
x2X

��yðxÞ � pL�1aL�1ðxÞWL
��2
2
þ1
n

X
x2X

WLVar
�
δL�1ðxÞ � aL�1ðxÞ �ðWLÞT :

Fig. 5. Two dimensional graphical interpretation of L1 and L2 regularizations.
1� pl.
Srivastava et al. [72] suggested that, applying Dropout to a NN with n

units can be seen as sampling 2n sub Networks with weight sharing. In the
test phase, as it is not always practical to take the mean of 2n models, an
approximate averaging method is used. The idea is to approximate the
exponentially many Networks by a single NN without Dropout. To correct
the fact that training outgoing weights of a layer are obtained under
condition that neurons were retained with a probability p, the weights
are simply multiplied by p. This approximation has been proved for lo-
gistic and linear regression models [72,79]. But, for Deep Neural Net-
worksDNNs, there is an unknown gap between the expected output of
exponential sub Networks and the output of a single deterministic model.
Ma et al. [46] showed that under some assumptions on input data, the
gap is controlled and it can be used to regularize the single NN.
5

In this work, without any assumption of input data, we quantify
explicitly the gap and then show how it related to L2 regularization.

4.2.1. Dropout application to linear networks
To see more clearly the relationship between L2-regularization, we

start by studying the problem in a very simple case, where all activation
functions in the model are linear. Consider a NN, where all units are linear
(i.e. al ¼ al�1Wl, where al and Wl are the output vectors and weight
matrix of layer l 2 f1;…; Lg respectively). The Dropout NN loss function is

1
n

X
x2X

���yðxÞ � aL�1ðxÞ ~WL
���2
2
þ1� pL�1

pL�1

���ΣL�1 ~W
L
���2
2
: (16)

yðxÞ is the output vector given an input vector x. ΣL�1 ¼�
1
n diagðaL�1ðXÞðaL�1ðXÞÞTðXÞÞ

�1
2

, ~W
L ¼ pL�1WL. Given a matrix A, we

denote by diagðAÞ, a diagonal matrix with the same size and diagonal
elements as A.

At each layer l, we define a matrix alðXÞwhose columns correspond to
the values taken by the vector of the activation function al across input
data: alðXÞ ¼ ðaliðxjÞÞ, 1 � i � m, 1 � j � n, where aliðxjÞ is the ith output
neuron in (l)th layer of the jth input and m is the number of neurons in
the layer.

Proof. Training a standard nn without dropping neurons is done by
minimizing the following loss function:

1
n

X
x2X

��yðxÞ � aL�1ðxÞWL
��2
2

(17)

Dropout modifies the training process and the loss function in (17)
becomes

1
n

X
x2X

EδL�1

��yðxÞ � �δL�1ðxÞ � aL�1ðxÞ�WL
��2
2
: (18)

Where δL�1 is a random vector of the layer L� 1 with δL�1
i ↪

BernoulliðpL�1Þ and � denotes the Hadamard product. Using the formula
EðX2Þ ¼ ðEðXÞÞ2 þ VarðXÞ for a random variable X, we show that (18) is
equal to



Fig. 6. Dropout.
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As VarðδL�1ðxÞ�aL�1ðxÞÞ ¼
�

1�pL�1

pL�1

�
aL�1ðxÞaL�1ðxÞT , we obtain the

desired result. Under the assumption that input layers follow a
Gaussian distribution with standard deviation σ, Dropout is equivalent in
expectation to L2-regularization. The regularization parameter λ is a

function of 1�pL�1

pL�1 σ2 which increases (resp. decreases) with the variance of

input layers σ2 (resp. with pL�1). Thus, Dropout regularization consists of
detecting the inputs with more variance and shrink their weights.
4.2.2. Dropout application to non linear networks
Here, we try to generalize the relationship between Dropout and

L2-regularization to Networks with nonlinear units. Consider a NN with a
non linear activation function, i.e., al ¼ φðal�1WLÞ. Dropout training
expected loss function is given by
1
n

X
x2X

����yðxÞ � φ

��
~W

L
�T

aL�1ðxÞ
�����

2

2

þ 1
2n

�
1� p
p

�X
x2X

kφ00
�
aL�1ðxÞ ~WL

�
ΣL�1
x

~WLk22: (19)
Where ΣL�1
x ¼

�
aL�1ðxÞðaL�1ðxÞÞT

�1
2
and ~W

L ¼ pL�1WL.

Proof. We know that a non linear Dropout Network training loss is
defined as

1
n

X
x2X

EδL�1

��yðxÞ � φ
��
δL�1ðxÞ � aL�1ðxÞ�WL

���2
2
: (20)

Using triangle inequality, (20) is bounded by
1
n

X
x2X

��yðxÞ � φ
�
pL�1aL�1ðxÞWL

���2
2
þ1
n

X
x2X

��EδL�1ðxÞ
�
φ
��
aL�1ðxÞ � δL�1ðxÞ�WL

��� φ
�
pL�1aL�1ðxÞWL

� ��2
2
:

Table 1
Different datasets used in this study.

Dataset #of samples Class 1 Class 2 # of SNPS

Breast-Kidney 604 344 260 10937
Colon-Kidney 546 286 260 10937
Breast-Colon 630 344 286 10937
Colon-Prostate 286 69 355 10937
Now, by applying a second order Taylor expansion of φ around EδL�1��
aL�1 �δL�1ðxÞWLÞ� ¼ pL�1aL�1ðxÞWL and by posing Z ¼ ðaL�1ðxÞ�

δL�1ðxÞÞWL � pL�1aL�1ðxÞWL, we have φððaL�1ðxÞ�δL�1ðxÞÞWLÞ ¼
φðpL�1aL�1ðxÞWLÞþ φ

0 ðpL�1aL�1ðxÞWLÞZþ 1
2φ

00ðpL�1aL�1ðxÞWLÞZZT .
Then EδL�1ðxÞ

�
φððaL�1ðxÞ�δL�1ðxÞÞWLÞ�� φðpL�1aL�1ðxÞWLÞ ¼ 1

2φ
00

ðpL�1aL�1ðxÞWLÞVarðZZTÞ. Because Z is centered i.e., EδL�1ðxÞðZÞ ¼ 0.
Thus, an upper bound of (20) is given by

1
n

X
x2X

���yðxÞ � φ
�
aL�1ðxÞ ~WL

����2
2
þ 1
2n

�
1� pL�1

pL�1

�X
x2X

kφ00
�
aL�1ðxÞ ~WL

�
Σx

~WLk22:

Here again, Dropout can be seen as regularizer, where the regularizer
represents the gap between EδL�1

�
φððaL�1 �δL�1ÞWLÞ� the expected

output of exponential thinned Networks produced by applying Dropout
and φðpL�1aL�1WLÞ, the output of a single deterministic Network, in
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which the weights are scaled by pL�1 to compensate the fact that they are
learned under conditions in which 1� pL�1 of hidden units where
dropped out. In this case, Dropout training model can be seen as an
L2-regularization where, the regularizer λ depends on: Dropout rate; the
variance of each input and output layer.
4.2.3. Dropout with others regularization techniques
Dropout is known to improve training model performance when it is

combined with other regularization techniques. Batch normalization,
introduced by Ref. [35], is a regularization technique used to speed up
the training and improve performance of Deep NNs. In the training of a
DNN, the distribution of each layer's inputs change, as the parameters of all
layers that come before it, variate. This can slow down by requiring small
learning rates and careful parameter initialization. Given a batch of
sample used to update parameters, batch normalization normalizes the
inputs of each layer by recentering and rescaling (subtracting the mean
and dividing by the batch standard deviation). Thus, batch normalization
prevents layers inputs to have large standard deviations [35]. show
experimentally that batch normalization with large learning rate, speed
up significantly training as it can eliminate the need for Dropout. In fact,
as discussed in Section ??, Dropout look for layer's inputs with more
varitions and shrink their weights, this function of shrinking is then
largely reduced by batch normalization application. Combining dropout
with batch normalization [25,35,43] can improve DNNs prediction accu-
racy. Dropout regularization is known to give a significant improvement
when it is combined with others regularization methods such as
max-norm [72] and weight normalization [67]. Rather than constraining
whole weight matrix of each layer as in L2 regularization, these constrain
each column of the weight matrix to prevent separately any hidden
neuron from having very large weights. Max-norm regularization con-
sists to constrain the incoming weight vector of each hidden neuron to
live in a ball of radius c, where c is a hyper-parameter. Weight normal-
ization constrains incoming weight vectors to have unit norm.

5. Materials and methods

All models in this work are constructed using Keras and Tensorflow
open source libraries [38]. Logistic regression is built using a Feedfor-
ward classification network without hidden layers, this model can be
extended later to a more complex classification Network, depending on



Table 2
Unregularized logistic reg.

Dataset Accuracy (in %)

Breast-Kidney 96.53
Colon-Kidney 97.82
Breast-Colon 94.13
Colon-Prostate 97.46

Table 3
Logistic reg. with L1 norm.

Dataset Regularization L1 Accuracy(in %)

Breast-Kidney λ ¼ 10�2 97.36
λ ¼ 10�3 99.01

Colon-Kidney λ ¼ 10�2 95.82
λ ¼ 10�3 97.45

Breast-Colon λ ¼ 10�2 94.44
10�3 93.17
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the problem complexity. Stochastic gradient descent is adopted in all
experiments as an optimization strategy. Two types of datasets are
included in our experiments, Expression Project for Oncology (expO)
cancer datasets and 1000 Genomes Project ethnicity datasets respectively
used for training logistic regression and FFN models.

Individuals in selected datasets are humans that are represented by
the list of their SNPS. Each SNP is represented by its genotype (i.e. genetic
information) at a specific locus. In a diploid organism at each locus, there
are two copies of alleles, one comes from the father and other from the
mother. Consequently, a genotype takes one of three values for a diploid
organism: 0 (homozygous reference), 1 (heterozygous) and 2 (homozy-
gous alternate). The homozygous reference refers to the base that is
found in the reference genome, an homozygous alternate refers to any
base, other than the reference, that is found at that locus and genotype is
said heterozygous at a given position, when the two alleles are different.

The input of a model is a matrix X of size n� d, where n is the number
of individuals included in the study and d correspond to the number of
features (SNPS). The output y takes discrete value(s) between 0 and 1.
Colon-Prostate λ ¼ 10�2 98.59
λ ¼ 10�3 98.03

Table 4
Logistic reg. with L2 norm.

Dataset Regularization L2 Accuracy(in %)

Breast-Kidney λ ¼ 10�2 98.18
λ ¼ 10�3 98.02

Colon-Kidney λ ¼ 10�2 98.18
λ ¼ 10�3 98.91

Breast-Colon �2 92.86
5.1. Expression Project for Oncology(expO) cancer datasets

The different cancer samples included in this study (see Table 1), are
downloaded from Ref. [11]. The original datasets can be obtained from
the Expression Project for Oncology (expO) that was deposited at Gene
Expression Omnibus (GEO) repository [7], with accession number
GSE2109. The objective of expO is to obtain and perform gene expression
analysis on cancer tissue samples and assemble the patient's long term
clinical results.
λ ¼ 10
λ ¼ 10�3 99.44

Colon-Prostate λ ¼ 10�2 97.18
λ ¼ 10�3 96.62

Table 5
MLP accuracy vs its size.

# of units by hidden layer Accuracy(in %)

[50] 81.33
[50-50] 81.68
[100] 90.68
[100�100] 92.70
[100-100-100] 90.49
[500-500-500] 90.46
5.2. 1000 Genomes Project dataset

The 1000 Genomes Project [16] took advantage of developments in
Next-generation sequencing (NGS), which allows to sequence DNA and RNA

much more quickly and cheaply. It's the first project to sequence the
genomes of a large number of people in populations from different re-
gions and countries. In this study, n ¼ 3450 is the number of individuals
sampled worldwide from 26 populations and d ¼ 315345 is the number
of SNPS. The desired output of the model is a vector Y 2 Rc, whose
components correspond to the 26 classes of populations (i.e. c ¼ 26). The
model consists of an input layer, an output layer and two hidden layers of
equal size. Given the input matrix X, the model output is a vector a3 2 Rc.
A reluaction function is used in the two hidden layers followed by a
sotmax layer to perform ancestry prediction.

6. Experiments

In this section, we present the effects of regularization techniques on
training models for different datasets (see Table 1).
6.1. Cancer dataset classification using logistic regression

Un-regularized logistic regression results are reported in Table 2,
despite its simplicity, logistic regression model gives good classification
accuracy on these cancer datasets. To improve prediction capacities of
the present model, a penalty term is added and obtained results are
presented in Table 3 and Table 4 for L1 and L2 regularization added term,
respectively. We can observe from theses table that penalization with the
appropriate regularization parameter improves the classification accu-
racy. For example, when L1 regularization is used with regularizer λ ¼
10�3, the classification accuracy on Breast-Kidney dataset goes from
96:53 to 99:01. Similarly, when L2 penalization is applied(λ ¼ 10�3), the
prediction accuracy on Breast-Colon dataset increases from 94.44 in
unregularized case to 99:44.
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6.2. Ancestry prediction using a multilayer perceptron (MLP)

In this subsection, FNN is used on 1000 Genome Project ethnicity
dataset to predict individuals ancestries. As in the preceding subsection,
we start with a simple logistic regression model, which gives a low pre-
diction accuracy of 54.64%. To achieve better prediction results, a MLP

with equal hidden units is constructed and the obtained results by
varying the model complexity are reported in Table 5. As expected, the
model prediction accuracy starts by increasing with its complexity until
some level (two hidden layers with 100 units for each one), then it starts
to drop. Because beyond this stage, the training model is considered too
complex and it overfits.

6.2.1. Classification with autoencoder
We start by using a classification Network with one hidden layer of 50

units with reconstruction path. This gives an accuracy of 84:85%. When
another hidden layer of 50 neurons is added between hidden the repre-
sentation ah and the output layer aL, as described in Fig. 4(where
MPL¼½50�). This last gives an accuracy of 85:36%. Training the classifi-
cation Network with a reconstruction path is difficult due to the high
dimensionality of the input data.



Table 6
Prediction accuracy for Dropout, batch normalization and dropout combination with batch normalization.

# of uni. by hid. layer Drop.(p¼0.2) Drop.(p¼0.5) Bat.norm Drop.(p¼0.2)þBat. norm Drop.(p¼0.5)þBat. norm

(accuracy in%) (accuracy in%) (accuracy in%) (accuracy in%) (accuracy in%)

[50] 90.32 87.54 90.58 91.48 92.61
[50-50] 89.94 40.96 91.01 92.58 92.93
[100] 88.81 92.26 90.75 91.65 93.01
[100�100] 90.32 64.12 89.19 92.46 93.00

Table 7
Prediction accuracy for L1, L2, Dropout regularization techniques and Dropout combination with others regularization techniques.

# of uni. by hid. layer L1(λ ¼ 10�4) reg. L2(λ ¼ 10�3) reg. Drop.(p¼0.5)þBat. norm Drop.(p¼0.5)þMa.norm Drop.(p¼0.2)þUn.norm

(accuracy in%) (accuracy in%) (accuracy in%) (accuracy in%) (accuracy in%)

[50] 92.13 92.61 92.61 92.35 93.25
[50-50] 91.77 90.75 92.93 83.68 90.32
[100] 92.70 92.70 93.01 93.83 94.43
[100�100] 92.29 93.39 93.00 90.17 91.94
[100-100-100] 90.87 91.01 92.42 89.68 92.19
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6.2.2. Classification with regularization
When Dropout is used alone, the choice of its rate p is very important

as in Table 6, we have to be more careful about it. Combining Dropout
with batch normalization improves the performance training model and
makes the choice of p less important. L1 and L2 regularization, give good
prediction accuracy and outperform Dropout as observed in Table 7.
However, when Dropout is combined with batch normalization, max-
norm and unit-norm outperforms the traditional regularization tech-
niques. We have obtained our best prediction accuracy 94.43%, when
Dropout is combined with unit norm constraint.

7. Discussion

Regularized Logistic Regression has achieved good results compared
to previous machine learning approaches tested on the same cancer
samples [70,73]. For instance, Stiglic et al. [73] combined different
feature selection methods such as Vector Machines Recursive Feature
Elimination (SVM-RFE) and ReliefF followed by SVM or k-nearest
neighbors. To the best of our knowledge, the best results on these data-
sets were reported in Ref. [70], where the authors used Stacked Sparse
Autoencoders (SSAE) to select most relevant features followed by a
classification Neural Network to categorize the samples. Despite its
simplicity, the proposed approach outperforms SSAE on datasets such as
Breast-Kidney and Breast-Colon (see Table 8). In Stacked Sparse
Autoencoders [36,45] many Autoencoder layers are stacked together to
form an unsupervised learning algorithm, where the encoder layer
computed by an Autoencoder will be used as the input to another
Autoencoder layer. In practice, a logistic regression model may be better
than a NN for relatively small data sets and simple classification tasks,
where the classes are more or less linearly separable. Indeed, the latter
are more difficult to train, require more training samples and are more
prone to overfitting than logistic regression.

Logistic regression application to anscentry prediction dataset lead to
poor prediction accuracy, which is due to the large dimension of input
features and high nonlinear correlation between them, and to the genetic
similarity between some ethnic of groups of populations.

Training a NN with an Autoencoder reconstruction path improved the
results. However, training an Autoencoder in conjunction with the clas-
sification Network makes the high dimensional optimization problem
more difficult to solve than simply training the classification Network,
yielding in a higher classification error. To improve the results, regula-
rization techniques are used. One can notice that traditional regulariza-
tion technique's application has more improved the prediction accuracy
of the model compared to Dropout. This could be attributed to the fact
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that Dropout is less effective than L1 and L2 regularization techniques
[58] when the training model is not complex (as for our model).
Combining Dropout with techniques such as Batch normation, Unit norm
constraint or Max norm enabled the training model to achieve its best
accuracy. The obtained results are compared to the results in Table 9
obtained by Ref. [64] on the same dataset. In Ref. [64], the authors
proposed auxiliary NNs to predict the parameters of the first hidden layer
of the classification NNs and different features embedding techniques
such as Random projection(RP), Per class histogram, and SNPtoVec have
also been proposed. Achieving such prediction accuracy obtained with
SNP data, these regularization techniques will allow us to face more
complicated problems in many domains such as preventive medicine.

8. Conclusion

In this work, we have explained stochastic gradient descent optimi-
zation technique with back-propagation in training DL algorithms. To
prevent overfitting problem, regularization techniques are studied and,
theoretical relationship between Dropout and L2 regularization is
established. Experimental results have shown that Dropout, when it is
combined with techniques such as batch normalization, max-norm or
unit-norm gives better performance than L1 and L2 regularization
techniques.

For future work, we expect to further study these regularization
techniques in DNN and use them to analyze gene expression profile data
with the aim of predicting rare diseases.
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Appendix

In this section, we report results obtained by Singh et al. [70](Table 8)
and those obtained by Romero et al. [64](Table 9).



Table 8
Logistic reg.vs SSAE.

Dataset Stacked Sparse Autoencoders Logistic regression

Breast-Kidney 98.4 99.01
Colon-Kidney 99.5 98.91
Breast-Colon 97.3 99.44
Colon-Prostate 99.7 98.59

Table 9
Reported results in Ref. [64].

Model & Embedding Mean Misclassif. Error.
(%)

# of free
param.

Basic 8:31� 1:83 31.5 M
Raw end2end 8:88� 1:41 21.27K
Random Projection 9:03� 1:20 10.1K
SNP2Vec 7:60� 1:28 10.1K
Per class histograms 7:88� 1:40 7.9K
Basic with reconstruction 7:76� 1:38 63 M
Raw end2end with reconstruction 8:28� 1:92 227.3K
Random Projection with
reconstruction

8:03� 1:0:3 20.2K

SNP2Vec with reconstruction 7:88� 0:72 20.2K
Per class histograms with
reconstruction

7:44� 0:45 15.8K
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